
“Counseling Psychology”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Context For Counseling

Stages And Skills Of Counseling

Rapport And Relationship

Topic : The Context For Counseling

Topic Objective:

The major goal of this topic is to provide a context for studying the counseling process.

Because students can have many different views of the nature of counseling, this common

context can be an important starting point. For example, it is helpful to identify how

professional counseling is different from the large number of public activities that identify

themselves as counseling, e.g. financial counseling, academic counseling, and physical

fitness counseling. This is done by discussing when professional counseling may be

appropriate and what occurs in the process of professional counseling.

Definition/Overview:

Few people would call themselves philosophers. But most, perhaps all people, live out their

lives within recognizable philosophical patterns. These patterns also influence how we prefer

to view client problems, and ultimately, how we prefer to practice counseling. The topic

identifies three basically different philosophical approaches. In the following exercise,

students are asked to consider how they would prefer to see a particular problem resolved.

Then they are asked to analyze their preferences from a philosophical perspective.

Key Points:

1. Personal Theory of Counseling

Perhaps nothing is as significant to the success of the therapeutic process and nothing

represents the foundation of successful therapy more than personal theory of counseling. All

individuals in all aspects of life work from some belief system, perspective, or model of how

the world works, how things are, and how things interact. Developing a deep understanding

of ones own personal theory leads to better decision-making with respect to the therapeutic
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process, including therapist approach and client interaction. Such an understanding also

promotes a greater ability to intervene more effectively with clients whose values are in

contrast to ones own. Being aware of ones own personal theory of the world and,

subsequently, ones view of counseling, also helps the therapist identify individual strengths

and areas for improvement.

The personal orientation of the therapist is a sum total of many influences such as interests,

self-awareness, experience, values, and compassion for others, among many other things.

Such influences have a direct impact on ones personal theory of counseling.

2. Philosophy of Counseling

When Freud began the psychoanalysis profession, his clients were mostly rich, Caucasian

males and females. Over the years, it has become apparent that our clientele is becoming

more diverse. We now train counselors to deal with the young and the aged, males and

females, homosexuals, individuals who are physically and mentally challenged, and a host of

other populations. Counselor educators and other mental health professionals are realizing the

importance of providing culture-specific counseling, therapeutic techniques, and even groups

for various populations, such as Caucasians, Appalachians, Native Americans, Asian

Americans, African Americans, Hispanic Americans, etc.

It is becoming very apparent and actually necessary that the mental health field, and more

specifically, the counseling field, need to recognize that our society is changing and that we,

as individuals and as counselors, need to overcome various biases and prejudices that we

harbor. Many of these are covert and subconscious, and it is only through awareness that we

can work on ourselves and learn to accept each and every client in an effort to help them. It is

sometimes difficult not to prejudge a client who is different from us and it is difficult not to

allow our own value system interfere with the counseling relationship. Since many of these

prejudicial thoughts and behaviors are covert and subconscious, it is only through awareness,

education, and relationships with others who are different from us that we can work on

ourselves and learn to accept each and every client in an effort to help them.
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3. Cultural Knowledge

In the past, multicultural counseling has focused on knowledge of cultural characteristics

(e.g., Asians are collectivistic) and culture-specific tactics purported to be preferred by

minority clients (e.g., Asians prefer a directive counseling approach). Stanley Sue and Nolan

Zane have argued that knowledge of this kind, however, is distal to positive treatment goals

as it perpetuates cultural stereotypes and ignores the individual differences within the

respective minority groups. What is more important is therapist knowledge of the within-

group differences in minority clients' cultural identity development. Some minority group

members aspire to or internalize majority values, some embrace their cultural roots and reject

the majority culture, and some attempt to appreciate and integrate both majority culture and

cultural roots toward developing a bicultural identity. Theories of racial identity

development, including the work of Janet E. Helms and her colleagues, and

lesbian/gay/bisexual identity development, including the work of Reynolds and Hanjorgiris,

have delineated the identity confusion and conflicts between self-acceptance and self-

rejection among cultural minorities during the process of developing awareness of and

confronting oppression and marginalization. As such, multicultural counselingcompetence

entails therapist empathie understanding of the catalytic impact of majority oppression on the

identity development and coping of minority clients.

4. Cultural Socialization

Recognizing that both clients and therapists are products of cultural socialization that assigns

them a majority or minority status, multicultural counselingemphasizes therapist knowledge

of how cultural upbringing and ascribed status shaped their own worldview. Along with

micro-knowledge of cultural group characteristics and macro-knowledge of societal forces

that perpetuate and exacerbate client's counselingconcerns, multicultural counseling

emphasizes therapists' knowledge of their own attitudes and biases toward other cultural

groups, especially therapists who are members of the majority group. Rather than developed

through the lens of a single theorist, multicultural counseling is rooted in a culture-centered

tradition, recognizing the therapists and the mainstream theoretical approaches they are

trained to use are also culture bound. In a multicultural counseling relationship, therapist

credibility is reflected by competence to discern and curb the therapist's own biases that may

result in discriminatory, oppressive, or racist practice throughout the assessment, diagnostic,

and intervention process.
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Topic : Stages And Skills Of Counseling

Topic Objective:

This topic creates the format for each of the lessons to follow. It conceptualizes the

counseling process as a series of stages or steps that the counselor and client experience

together. Each of these stages is characterized by tasks and outcomes. The counselor has

certain prescribed responsibilities at each step and the client will reflect different behavioral

responses at each step.

Definition/Overview:

The important point to be made in this topic is that the counseling relationship is not a

random sequence of events, it is choreographed by the counselor. Events that occur in

counseling have a purpose and a consequence. Figure 2-1 illustrates the progression of

counseling stages. It presents Rapport and Relationship as a pervasive stage that envelopes all

of the stages, continuing from the first moment until termination. The remaining stages

overlap, implying that there is no clear boundary in moving from one stage to the next.

Key Points:

1. Stages of Counseling Process

There is a natural progression that takes place within the context of the helping relationship.

This process enables you and the person you are working with to build a relationship, assess

the situation, set goals and come up with a plan to bring about your desired results. This

progression is known as the counseling process.

2. Developing a Relationship

In order to develop positive helping relationships with youth, youve got to be able to connect

with them. This can only happen when youth are made to feel like you genuinely care about

their well-being and that you understand where they are coming from. Its about behaving in a

way that demonstrates the core conditions of genuineness, respect and empathy.

To develop solid relationships with youth, you need to create a safe environment where

young people will feel comfortable enough to open up to you and talk to you about anything

that is on their minds. You also need to help youth see that despite their circumstances they

have strengths. In short, you should start things off from a strengths-based perspective.
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3. Making an Informed Assessment

An informed assessment happens when both you and the youth gather information in order to

figure out whats really going on so that you can assess what needs to happen next in order to

change the situation for the better or build up the youths coping skills to better deal with a

problematic situation. The first step in making an assessment is to find out if change is

necessary, and if it is what needs to happen for change to take place. If you have determined

that change is necessary, then the next step is to figure out what needs to change. Is it a

behavior? An attitude? A situation?

A good assessment can provide an opportunity for a young person to see how his/her

behavior or attitude might be contributing to an undesirable or unhealthy situation.

Assessment is an ongoing process. You need to regularly check in with your youth to see

how things are going. Reassessments enable you to ensure that you and the youth are on the

right track.

How do you gather information in order to make an informed assessment? You can gather

information in a number of ways: talking with youth, observing the youths behavior and

interactions, discussions with other people who are involved in the young persons life, and

reading any documented information on the young person. Keep in mind that when utilizing

someone elses verbal or written report as a source of background information, you run the

risk of subjecting yourself to their biases and assumptions.

4. Establishing Mutually Agreed Upon Goals and Objectives

Why is it important to establish mutually agreed upon goals and objectives? Because if a

young person is in agreement with the goals then he/she is more likely to follow through on

them. When a youth is actively involved in the goal setting process and is in agreement with

the goals, then he/she is more inclined to take ownership of the goals. What are goals? Goals

are broad statements that identify what you want to accomplish. Think of goals as the end

result that you are trying to achieve. While goals are broad statements that identify what you

want to accomplish overall, objectives are the measurable steps that you take to achieve your

goals. For example if you have a goal that states, youthwill be better able to manage her

anger. One of your objectives might be, youth will recognize emotional triggers that lead to
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angry outbursts and use positive, self-talk to calm herself down. Your objectives should

always be concrete and measurable. They should also be derived from the overall goal.

5. Implementation Plan

The implementation plan is a plan that you and the youth work on together. It is designed to

prevent, intervene, or address unhealthy behaviors and practices. The implementation plan

identifies who will perform the activities, where the activities will occur, how frequently they

will occur, how they will be carried out and when they will be carried out. Implementation

activities are designed to help individuals re-think risky behavior, work through problematic

issues, address unhealthy lifestyles practices, learn new skills and build strengths.

Implementation activities can include: counseling, crisis intervention, training and education,

supportive services, concrete services and constructive use of free time.

Topic : Rapport And Relationship

Topic Objective:

The focus of this topic is to introduce students about the effects of Culture on

Communication and to identify the Qualities of a Therapeutic Relationship.

Definition/Overview:

Social skills are products of many sources, ones culture, ones family, friends, geographic and

socioeconomic factors, and personal qualities such as self-concept, affect sensitivity, and

observation skills. The result is a wide range of interpersonal skills in the typical counseling

pre-practicum skills classroom. The goal of this topic is to introduce skills related to rapport-

building, paired with skill-building exercises, so class members may reach a minimal skill

level that will allow them to function in a practicum setting later.

Key Points:

1. Effects of Culture on Communication

According to the text and other references, cultural patterns influence the manner in which

people communicate with one another. Within a particular culture, these patterns may be

taken for granted. But across cultures, these pattern differences may make the message more
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difficult to understand, unless the listener knows about and respects these communication

pattern differences.

2. Behavior Therapy and Behavioral Counseling

Behavior Therapy focuses on modifying overt behavior and helping clients to achieve goals.

This approach is built on the principles of learning theory including operant and respondent

conditioning, which makes up the area of applied behavior analysis or behavior modification.

This approach includes Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, Functional Analytic

Psychotherapy, and Dialectical behavior therapy. Sometimes it is integrated with cognitive

therapy to make cognitive behavior therapy

Expressive therapy is a form of therapy that utilizes artistic expression as its core means of

treating clients. Expressive therapists use the different disciplines of the creative arts as

therapeutic interventions. This includes the modalities dance therapy, drama therapy, art

therapy, music therapy, writing therapy, among others. Expressive therapists believe that

often the most effective way of treating a client is through the expression of imagination in a

creative work and integrating and processing what issues are raised in the act.

Narrative therapy gives attention to each person's "dominant story" by means of therapeutic

conversations, which also may involve exploring unhelpful ideas and how they came to

prominence. Possible social and cultural influences may be explored if the client deems it

helpful.

Counseling and psychotherapy must be adapted to meet the developmental needs of children.

Many counseling preparation programs include courses in human development. Since

children often do not have the ability to articulate thoughts and feelings, counselors will use a

variety of media such as crayons, paint, clay, puppets, bibliocounseling (books), toys, et

cetera. The use of play therapy is often rooted in psychodynamic theory, but other approaches

such as Solution Focused Brief Counseling may also employ the use of play in counseling. In

many cases the counselor may prefer to work with the care taker of the child, especially if the

child is younger than age four.
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3. Therapeutic Relationship

There are many pieces to the interpersonal interactions of patient and therapist. Typically, all

therapies involve the following:

 constancy of therapist's interest no matter how disturbing the subject

 suspension of moral judgment

 therapist's empathy, insight, understanding, and acceptance

 patient's opportunity to speak the unspeakable now

 reliability of therapist in keeping appointments, the duration of the session, the attempt to put

patient's welfare first, the safe environment that the therapist's structure provides in which the

patient can regress

 the therapist allowing him/herself to be used as a transference object without the interference

of counter-transference

4. Impact of the Therapeutic Relationship

There are 3 main studies in this area;

 Sloane et al. 1975 (the Temple study)

Behavioral therapists were rated significantly higher than psychodynamic therapists on

their level of interpersonal contact, empathy, and self-congruence (genuineness). They

talked more and for longer periods of time, directed the sessions more, and gave more

information and advice than did psychodynamic therapists. Clients in psychodynamic

therapy who were liked by the therapist were more likely to improve; this was not shown

for behavioral therapists.

Truax-Carkhuff measures (named for the authors who first measured them all together,

these are ratings of the therapist's empathy, warmth, concreteness, and genuineness, as

well as an overall score across the four areas) showed no significant differences for

behavioral and psychodynamic therapists, though there was a slight tendency for

behavioral therapists to score higher on all five scales. Analogue studies (using "fake"

patients) failed to show significant differences.
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Both real and analogue patients rated the personal interaction with the therapist as the

single most important factor in their treatment. A two year follow up showed patients

rated the points reflecting a good personal relationship as very or extremely important in

their treatment.

 Alexander et al. 1976

They investigated interpersonal skills and found that two major factors, relationship

variables (such as warmth) and structuring variables (such as directivenessand self-

confidence), together accounted for 60% of the variance. This has been explained by

noting the more effective the therapist is as a social reinforcer, the more effective he or

she is at causing change in the client.

 Ford 1978

Ford evaluated Client's Perception of the Therapeutic Relationship (CPTR). Of 48

behaviors, he found that individual therapists had a significant effect on CPTR ratings.

Some therapists were better than others. Specific therapeutic behaviors only accounted for

15-30% of the variance. Focus on the patient's significant others was negatively

correlated with outcome.

Thus there are four conclusions from all this:

 behavioral therapists are perceived as having good therapeutic relationships

 the relationship is not sufficient for change, but is important

 the therapeutic relationship is an elusive construct that doesn't depend solely on the therapist's

behavior

 some therapists are better than others.
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In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:

Assessing Client Problems

Developing Counseling Goals

Topic : Assessing Client Problems

Topic Objective:

The focus of this topic is to introduce students to the many dimensions of client problems and

concerns. Those dimensions include the issues that brought the client into counseling, the

clients worldview, the clients functional style, e.g., affective, behavioral, etc., the duration of

the concerns, the relationship of the clients functioning to significant others in the clients

environment, and of course, the counselors worldview and how it interacts with that of the

client.

Definition/Overview:

One of the most challenging steps in working with clients is determining what the clients

presenting problem(s) may be. Beyond the obvious statement that the client makes about

her/his problem lies the more complex world of the client. While the clients report is

important, it is unlikely that s(he) will have conceptualized that problem as a counselor

might.

Key Points:

1. Problem Assessment

There are a wide variety of issues raised by assessment and the form of its application. Many

counsellingagencies utilise a range of assessment procedures and techniques, including pre-

counselling interviews and diagnostic testing. Individual counsellors approach assessment

according to the particular theoretical model to which they adhere and may apply qualitative

measuring tools accordingly. Assessment, therefore, is a generic and often confusing term,

referring both to the process and content within counselling practice.
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2. Diagnosis as Assessment

Diagnosis is concerned with classifying a problem, matching signs and symptoms of a client

with a known category of disorder or dysfunction.

3. DSM IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders)

The purpose of the DSM IV is made evident in its introduction to provide clear descriptions

of diagnostic categories in order to enable clinicians and investigators to diagnose,

communicate about, study, and treat people with various mental disorders.

Certain conditions make counselling difficult, such as counselling someone who is actively

hallucinating or suffering from schizophrenia. It is essential, therefore, that counsellors

should be aware of the major psychiatric disorders outlined in the DSM IV. However, the

proper use of the criteria requires specialised clinical training, thus rendering it difficult to

apply in mainstream counselling. Many also believe that using such a means to classify a

client may "turn the person into a thing, an object of study rather than a complex changing

individual" (Palmer & McMahon, 1997, p. 8). Individual responsibility, disability,

determination, and competency are not taken into account, all of which may be relevant in

such cases as Pathological Gambling. Certain advances have been made, however. The

consistently problematic issue of cross-cultural assessment has now been addressed in a new

culture-specific section in the text, the inclusion of a glossary of culture-bound syndromes,

and the provision of an outline for cultural formulation designed to enhance the cross-cultural

applicability of the DSM IV.

4. The Mental Status Exam

The MSE differs chiefly from such assessment tests as the DSM IV in that it is essentially a

record of the counsellor's observations during the interview, rather than a factual analysis of

symptoms, or a report by family, friends, or another professional. By analysing appearance,

behaviour, speech, mood, depersonalisation, obsessional traits, delusions, orientation,

concentration, memory and insight throughout the session, the counsellorcan gain

information about the client and their emotional difficulties in the here-and-now as well as in

the past. Significant risk factors can be identified, and it is a useful tool for assessing a client

over time. Counsellors must, however, guard against the wish to prematurely infer meaning

from what the counsellor is actually seeing, and the temptation to "see" things that are really

the counsellor's own assumptions.

5. IndividualisedAssessment

The application of different forms of diagnosis or testing has the potential to emphasise

powerful forces that are mysterious to the client, and give therapists an overly certain sense of
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explanation. Individualised Assessment makes use of formaliseddiagnostic assessments, but

goes further to describe the client's particular situation, and the way in which he or she

influences outcome, both positively and problematically. Tests are only turned to after a

collaborative relationship is established between the counsellor and client, and "because

[they] are working together to see what new understandings might emerge, clients do not feel

they are being objectified or having their privacy invaded" (Fischer, 1985, p. 42). Assessment

moves beyond the tester as scientist whose task is to identify the patient's traits, defences and

symptoms through measurement, to a concurrent involvement of assessor and client using

everyday, shared language.

Topic : Developing Counseling Goals

Topic Objective:

At the end of this chapter student will be able to learn about the importance of setting goals in

counseling. In addition, this chapter will also enable learners, how to go about setting goals in

professional counseling.

Definition/Overview:

Whether the issue is setting goals for today, for the coming week, for this year, or for life, the

process is the same. It includes an examination of ones current circumstances, ones values

and ideals, ones potential for change, and ones commitment to change. Some of us find goal-

setting to be as natural as getting up in the morning. But many people find goal setting to be a

major challenge. In fact, goal-setting involves a set of skills that many people find wanting in

their behavioral repertoire. A good starting point in addressing this topic is to take an

assessment of the goal-setting skills of class members. This will point out that even among

aspiring counselors, goal-setting competencies will vary considerably.

Key Points:

1. Goals of Counseling

Counseling Psychology is a general practice and health service-provider specialty in

professional psychology. It focuses on personal and interpersonal functioning across the life

span and on emotional, social, vocational, educational, health-related, developmental, and

organizational concerns. Counseling psychology centers on typical or normal development
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issues as well as atypical or disordered development as it applies to human experience from

individual, family, group, systems, and organizational perspectives. Counseling psychologists

help people with physical, emotional, and mental disorders improve well-being, alleviate

distress and maladjustment, and resolve crises. In addition, practitioners in this professional

specialty provide assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of psychopathology. Within the

context of life-span development, counseling psychologists focus on healthy aspects and

strengths of the client (individual, couple, family, group, system, or organization),

environmental/situation influences (including the context of cultural, gender, and lifestyle

issues), and the role of career and vocation on individual development and functioning,

2. Developing Goals and Objectives

Why is it important to establish mutually agreed upon goals and objectives? Because if a

young person is in agreement with the goals then he/she is more likely to follow through on

them. When a youth is actively involved in the goal setting process and is in agreement with

the goals, then he/she is more inclined to take ownership of the goals. What are goals? Goals

are broad statements that identify what you want to accomplish. Think of goals as the end

result that you are trying to achieve. While goals are broad statements that identify what you

want to accomplish overall, objectives are the measurable steps that you take to achieve your

goals. For example if you have a goal that states, youth will be better able to manage her

anger. One of your objectives might be, youth will recognize emotional triggers that lead to

angry outbursts and use positive, self-talk to calm herselfdown. Your objectives should

always be concrete and measurable. They should also be derived from the overall goal.

3. Structuring Client Efforts

Many clients do not know how to structure their thinking so they can anticipate, plan, and

carry out their ambitions, hopes or desires. Instead, they hope that things will work out or that

they will get a lucky break. They have no sense of control over their future. To some extent

this may be true. Society may discriminate against minorities, the disabled, or the

disenfranchised.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:

Defining Strategies And Selecting Interventions

Affective Interventions
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Topic : Defining Strategies And Selecting Interventions

Topic Objective:

The focus of this topic is to introduce the process of defining strategies and selecting suitable

interventions for client. It will also help students to determine a plan of action.

Definition/Overview:

When rapport has been established, assessment has begun, and goals have been recognized,

the decision-making process remains unfinished. It is now time to talk of counselor strategies

and counseling interventions. The process is two-fold. First the counselor must conceptualize

the clients presenting problem. Secondly, the counselor must determine a plan of action.

Key Points:

1. Developmental Emphasis

Counselors focus on healthy development across the life span. They use human development

theories and models to inform their practice. With knowledge of and focus on normal

development, counselors can enhance the lives of those they serve by helping teachers,

parents, and others create growth-promoting environments. In addition, they can teach

individuals skills to deal with everyday problems. For example, counselors in a high school

setting could develop training programs to enhance study skills or create workshops on career

choice and development for students, both of which are developmentally appropriate issues

for youth. Theseinterventions foster the students' skills and personal development, rather than

simply remedying deficient behaviors

2. Brief Individual and Group Counseling

The counseling process unfolds fairly systematically over the course of time-limited sessions

(i.e., 50 minutes for individual sessions, 90 minutes for group sessions; school counseling

sessions may be shorter). First, counselors work to establish rapport with clients and develop

a sound therapeutic relationship (characterized by genuineness and trust). Within the context

of that relationship, the counselor and client define the focus of their work. Goal setting often
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serves to create markers of progress over the course of sessions. Well-conceptualized

interventionsare then used by counselors to address psychological concerns or to equip clients

with skills or resources. When counseling goals are met, the counselor facilitates termination

and then arranges for follow-up.

Counselors work with both individuals and groups. Like individual counseling, group

counseling is usually brief (12 to 15 sessions). Certain concerns can be more effectively

treated in a group counselingformat than in individual counseling. For example, if an

adolescent is having difficulties interacting with peers, a group setting can provide an arena

for the person to practice interpersonal skills. Groups allow individuals to give and get

feedback and empathy from other group members. This form of counseling also provides

individuals with a recreation of everyday life because group members get to interact with and

affect others. Not all issues and people are amenable to group work. Some people may be too

vulnerable to the influence of group members or, conversely, may be too suspicious of others

to gain anything from the group process. Thus, counselors must consider the impact each

individual will have on the group, as well as whether the individual might benefit from group

counseling.

3. Multicultural Perspective

Cultural diversity in the United Statesnecessitates that counselors develop culturally sensitive

and culturally competent practice techniques. Understanding cultural differences in normal

behavior and values is required when a counselor works with a client from another

background. In addition, putting psychological concerns and strengths in a multicultural

context may contribute to positive counselingoutcomes.

4. Interventions

An intervention is an orchestrated attempt by one, or often many, people (usually family and

friends) to get someone to seek professional help with an addiction or some kind of traumatic

event or crisis. The term intervention is most often used when the traumatic event involves

addiction to drugs or other items. Intervention can also refer to the act of using a technique

within a therapy session.
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5. Separating Counseling Interventions from Theory

Theory, whether in pure form or adapted by the individual counselor, can be used to define

the nature of the relationship between the counselor and client, to conceptualize the nature of

the presenting problem(s), and to define the resulting counseling goals or desired outcomes.

While some counselors would also say that theory dictates the types of interventions used in

counseling, increasingly the argument is being made that interventions are related more to

goals and outcomes than to theoretical conceptualization. If one examines theoretical

integrity today, based upon what counselors faithful to that theory do with clients, a

convergence of theories appears to be occurring. Humanistic theories have been infiltrated by

some classical behavioral interventions. Behavioral approaches acknowledge the legitimacy

of feelings and the appropriateness of affect change. Cognitive approaches are frequently

referred to as "cognitive-behavioral." Systemic approaches utilize many interventions that

one can only describe as cognitive in nature. Thus, distinctions between theories are not as

clearly defined as one might think, and intervention selection may be only indirectly related,

and certainly not dictated by theoretical orientation.

Topic : Affective Interventions

Topic Objective:

This topic examines interventions that reflect the feelings dimension of counseling. It is

where many new counselors believe counseling begins and ends. Even so, students may not

be aware that client feelings dont just flow out of the clients mouth. Often, they must be

drawn out by what the counselor does and says. The following exercises address such

objectives as helping the client express feelings, helping clients recognize differing and

sometimes conflicting feelings, helping clients alter their feelings, and when appropriate,

helping clients bring their feelings under some control.

Definition/Overview:

Affective Interventions: The primary goals of affective interventions are (a) to help clients

express feelings or feeling states; (b) to identify or discriminate between feelings or feeling

states; or (c) to alter or accept feelings or feeling states (Cormier & Hackney, 1993). Some

clients have never learned to identify and/or express their feelings. At a somewhat more

complicated level, some clients come to counseling flooded with emotional reactions,
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overloaded by their awareness of and sensitivity to feelings. Their protective response may be

to tune out the emotions, to be confused or disoriented. Interventions that may be used to

unblock, bridge resistance, or develop expressive skills include teaching the client what a

feeling is, affect focusing techniques, role reversal, the alter ego exercise, the empty chair,

and so forth.

If one examines the variety of counseling interventions that have been described in the

professional literature, they tend to fall into four broad categories: interventions that produce

affective change; interventions that produce cognitive change; interventions that produce

behavioral change; and interventions that produce social system change. In addition, within

each of these four categories, one can further differentiate among theories in terms of the

counselor skill required to implement the intervention and the level of change produced by

the intervention.

Key Points:

1. Matching Interventions To Client Problems

How does the counselor who is working within a consistent theory, be it a textbook theory or

a personal theory, choose the interventions to use with a particular client? Logic would hold

that the counselor's choice of therapeutic interventions would derive from the

conceptualization of the problem(s), thus from the counselor's theory. But the theoretical

world of counseling and change isn't quite that neat. From an integrative perspective, that

choice is made by relating the intervention directly to the nature or character of the problem

being addressed.

On the other hand, most client problems are typically multi-dimensional. A problem with

negative self-talk ("I'm constantly telling myself I'm no good") is not only cognitive, but

would also reflect an affective dimension ("I feel lousy about myself"), a behavioral

dimension ("I choose to stay home and watch a lot of TV"), and a systemic dimension

("When I do go out, I avoid contact with others because they find me strange, or I behave

strangely and others react to me accordingly"). Even though most problems are multi-

dimensional, intervention at any of those dimensions affects the other dimensions, i.e.,

systemic change may influence affective and/or behavioral dimensions. How, then, does one

plan a strategy for counseling interventions if multiple choices exist and "all roads lead to
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Rome?" A general guideline is that clients are most receptive when the choice of strategy

matches their experiencing of the problem.

2. Process Factors That Produce Positive Outcomes

Researchers have identified five critical ingredients that should be included in any type of

counseling. The five critical ingredients are written exercises, individualized interpretations,

occupational information, modeling, and attention to building support. Each of these critical

ingredients contributes to positive outcomes for clients, and research suggests that clients

benefit from the addition of each critical ingredient to the counseling process.

Other researchers have found the outcome in counseling to be positively influenced when the

counselor encourages clients to engage in self-exploration and provides emotional support.

Other process factors found to be helpful in counselingwere helping clients clarify assets and

values, providing feedback from tests, and incorporating occupational information.

3. Process Factors That Negatively Influence Outcome

In addition to factors that positively influence counseling process, there is knowledge related

to factors that have little effect or that negatively influence outcome. It is important that

counselinginvolve a counselor, as there is substantial research that indicates that counselor-

free interventions (e.g., Internet assessments) are not effective. In addition, there are

indications that individuals do not consider the following to be helpful: (a) tests that do not

produce new leads, (b) exercises that do not yield sufficient direction, (c) unskilled

counselors (e.g., inattentive, mechanical test interpretation), and (d) insufficient assistance in

finding adequate information. Counselors need to be trained on how to conduct counseling in

order not to use ineffective activities. Ineffective counselingactivities, such as ones that are

poorly selected or are implemented in a haphazard manner, are not helpful to individuals who

need help with their planning.

4. Seriously harmful activities and less harmful activities

Interventions have been used to address serious personal problems, including, but not limited

to, alcoholism, compulsive gambling, drug abuse, compulsive eating and other eating

disorders, self-mutilation, tobacco smoking, "workaholism", and various types of poor

personal health care.
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Interventions have also been conducted due to personal habits not as frequently considered

seriously harmful, such as video game addiction, excessive computer use and excessive

television viewing.

5. Direct and indirect interventions

Interventions are either direct, typically involving a confrontativemeeting with alcohol or

other drug dependent person (the most typical type of intervention) or indirect, involving

work with a co-dependent family to encourage them to be more effective in helping the

addicted individual. The use of interventions originated in 1960s with Dr. Vernon Johnson.

The Johnson Model was subsequently taught years later at the Johnson Institute. This model

pioneered the way of intervention however has always come under scrutiny because of the

"ambushing" nature that the model falls under. Despite some of the negative beliefs of the

Johnson Model, it is still responsible for thousands of lives that have been turned around as

the result of a Johnson Model Intervention. It should be noted however that in the last 20

years 3 other major models of intervention have been created and utilized within the field of

intervention. The Heart to Heart Model/StortiModel is similar to the Johnson Model in that

the element of surprise exists, however it takes out the component of confrontation and is a

very loving and caring display of intervention.

Two of the major models of intervention that are utilized today are known as systemic and

A.R.I.S.E. model of intervention. Both use an invitational approach to intervention and rely

heavily on having the family as a whole enter a phase of recovery. This helps take the focus

off the addicted individual and notes the need for the entire family unit to change in an effort

for everyone who is involved to get healthy. These models places an emphasis on treating the

addicted individual with dignity and respect..

Plans for a direct intervention are typically made by a concerned group of family, friends, and

counselor(s), rather than by the addict. Often the addict will not agree that he (or she) needs

the type of help that is proposed during the intervention, usually thought by those performing

the intervention to be a result of denial. One of the primary arguments against interventions is

the amount of deception required on the part of the family and counselors. Typically, the

addict is surprised by the intervention of friends and family members.
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6. Prior Preparation

Prior to the intervention itself, the family meets with a counselor (or interventionist). Families

prepare letters in which they describe their experiences associated with the addict's behavior,

to convey to the person the impact his or her addiction has had on others. Also during the

intervention rehearsal meeting, group member is strongly urged to create a list of activities

(by the addict) that they will no longer tolerate, finance, or participate in if the addict doesn't

agree to check into a rehabilitation center for treatment. These consequences may be as

simple as no longer loaning money to the addict, but can be far more serious, such as losing

custody of a child.

While behavior modification encompasses applied behavior analysis and typically uses

interventions based on the same behavioral principles, many behavior modifiers who are not

applied behavior analysts tend to use packages of interventions and do not conduct functional

assessments before intervening.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Cognitive Interventions

Behavioral Interventions

Topic : Cognitive Interventions

Topic Objective:

The first challenge is to analyze cognitive functioning in such a way as to recognize when

and where the client is slipping into flawed thinking. The following discussion leads students

to consider what thinking or thought is, how it is used by humans to construct reality, to

evaluate, to plan, or to interact.

Definition/Overview:

Cognitive Interventions: The primary goal of cognitive interventions is to reduce emotional

distress and corresponding maladaptive behavior patterns by altering or correcting errors in

thoughts, perceptions and beliefs. Cognitive interventions stress the importance of self-

control. Clients are viewed as the direct agents of their own changes, rather than as helpless

victims of external events and forces. Illustrations of cognitive interventions include Ellis's
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(1989) A-B-C-D-E analysis, thought suppression, thought postponement, therapeutic

paradox, and cognitive restructuring (including reframing).

Key Points:

1. How Cognitive Interventions work

Cognitive interventions integrate thoughts and behaviors into problem-assessment

approaches, conceptualization, and intervention. The cognitivebehavioral approach views

problems as resulting from both environmental and cognitiveantecedents, and combines what

has typically been called the behavioral or learning approach with the cognitive or semantic

approach. Cognitions are seen as necessary concerns for treatment of mental or behavioral

problems in children and adolescents. Cognitions are viewed as mediators of behavior and

learning. Learning-based methods that have been used to alter overt behaviors are also used

to alter cognitions. The cognitivebehavioral therapist works to alter the individual's internal

dialogue and images and external context to produce behavior change.

2. Techniques Used in Cognitive Interventions

The techniques used with a particular child or adolescent are linked to the specific problems

of that individual. The child and the therapist are seen as collaborators in identifying the

problem. The child is taught to identify situations and feelings that lead to problems and then

to control his or her cognitive, physiological, and behavioral reactions to these situations.

Relaxation may be used as a means of helping children and adolescents control their

physiological responses in difficult situations and reduce their anxiety or other type of

physiological overarousal once it occurs. According to Forman, deep muscle relaxation

training, imagery-based procedures, and deep breathing are typically used to teach children

and adolescents how to relax.

3. Cognitive restructuring

Cognitiverestructuring can help children and adolescents become aware of their thoughts and

feelings and realize that their irrational thoughts are not facts and may not be constructive.

The child is taught to use a series of questions to identify thoughts and then is assisted in

evaluating the thoughts logically with the goal of changing to more appropriate behavior. A

variety of methods have been used in cognitive restructuring interventions.
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The principles and procedures of rationalemotive therapy are frequently used in

cognitiverestructuring efforts. Rationalemotive therapy identifies a number of beliefs

commonly held in our culture that lead to problem emotions and behavior, disputes these

beliefs, and provides alternative rational ways of thinking

4. Effects of Cognitive Interventions

Cognitive interventions provide an effective means for addressing emotional and social

problems of students. This approach is effective with anxiety-related problems and

depression in children and adolescents. There is also some evidence that it is effective with

aggression and disruptive behaviors, especially when used as part of a broad-based treatment

strategy and/or as a preventive approach. These interventions have been designed with

appropriate attention to the developmental level of the child; and many of the

cognitivebehavioral prevention programs provide effective ways of involving teachers, as

well as other school personnel, in program implementation, making this interventionapproach

cost-effective as well as ecologically sound.

5. How Clients View Events

Aaron Beck believes that persons who selectively analyze events into themes of loss or defeat

are likely to be depressed. That tendency to synthesize life happenings into negative patterns

becomes a style of thinking.

The rationale used in cognitive restructuring attempts to strengthen the client's belief that 1)

'self-talk' can influence performance, and 2) in particular self-defeating thoughts or negative

self-statements can cause emotional distress and interfere with performance, a process that

then repeats again in a cycle.

Topic : Cognitive Interventions

Key Points:

1. How Cognitive Interventions work

Cognitive interventions integrate thoughts and behaviors into problem-assessment

approaches, conceptualization, and intervention. The cognitivebehavioral approach views
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problems as resulting from both environmental and cognitiveantecedents, and combines what

has typically been called the behavioral or learning approach with the cognitive or semantic

approach. Cognitions are seen as necessary concerns for treatment of mental or behavioral

problems in children and adolescents. Cognitions are viewed as mediators of behavior and

learning. Learning-based methods that have been used to alter overt behaviors are also used

to alter cognitions. The cognitivebehavioral therapist works to alter the individual's internal

dialogue and images and external context to produce behavior change.

2. Techniques Used in Cognitive Interventions

The techniques used with a particular child or adolescent are linked to the specific problems

of that individual. The child and the therapist are seen as collaborators in identifying the

problem. The child is taught to identify situations and feelings that lead to problems and then

to control his or her cognitive, physiological, and behavioral reactions to these situations.

Relaxation may be used as a means of helping children and adolescents control their

physiological responses in difficult situations and reduce their anxiety or other type of

physiological overarousal once it occurs. According to Forman, deep muscle relaxation

training, imagery-based procedures, and deep breathing are typically used to teach children

and adolescents how to relax.

3. Cognitive restructuring

Cognitiverestructuring can help children and adolescents become aware of their thoughts and

feelings and realize that their irrational thoughts are not facts and may not be constructive.

The child is taught to use a series of questions to identify thoughts and then is assisted in

evaluating the thoughts logically with the goal of changing to more appropriate behavior. A

variety of methods have been used in cognitive restructuring interventions.

The principles and procedures of rationalemotive therapy are frequently used in

cognitiverestructuring efforts. Rationalemotive therapy identifies a number of beliefs

commonly held in our culture that lead to problem emotions and behavior, disputes these

beliefs, and provides alternative rational ways of thinking
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4. Effects of Cognitive Interventions

Cognitive interventions provide an effective means for addressing emotional and social

problems of students. This approach is effective with anxiety-related problems and

depression in children and adolescents. There is also some evidence that it is effective with

aggression and disruptive behaviors, especially when used as part of a broad-based treatment

strategy and/or as a preventive approach. These interventions have been designed with

appropriate attention to the developmental level of the child; and many of the

cognitivebehavioral prevention programs provide effective ways of involving teachers, as

well as other school personnel, in program implementation, making this interventionapproach

cost-effective as well as ecologically sound.

5. How Clients View Events

Aaron Beck believes that persons who selectively analyze events into themes of loss or defeat

are likely to be depressed. That tendency to synthesize life happenings into negative patterns

becomes a style of thinking.

The rationale used in cognitive restructuring attempts to strengthen the client's belief that 1)

'self-talk' can influence performance, and 2) in particular self-defeating thoughts or negative

self-statements can cause emotional distress and interfere with performance, a process that

then repeats again in a cycle.

Topic : Behavioral Interventions

Topic Objective:

This topic deals with client behaviors as the focus of change in counseling. While it may

appear to some that behavior is an obvious target for change, not all counselor-trainees will

find it to be so. In fact, thinking behaviorally is not easy for some people. It requires an

analytical approach to what one does. For this reason, students may benefit from some

exercises in how to think about behavior. The first exercise in this topic addresses that

objective.
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Definition/Overview:

Behavioral Interventions: The overall goal of behavioral interventions is to help clients

develop adaptive and supportive behaviors to multifaceted situations. Developing adaptive

behavior often means helping the client weaken or eliminate behaviors that work against the

desired outcome, e.g. eating snacks when you wish to lose weight. A significant part of this

process involves teaching the client. Illustrative interventions include live modeling,

symbolic modeling, covert modeling, role play and rehearsal, relaxation training, systematic

desensitization, self-contracting and self-monitoring.

Key Points:

1. Scientific Basis of Behavior Therapy

Behavior therapy is based upon the principles of classical conditioning developed by Ivan

Pavlov and operant conditioning developed by B.F. Skinner. There has been up to now a

good deal of confusion about how exactly these two conditionings differ and whether the

various techniques of Behaviour Therapy have any common scientific base. One answer has

come in the form of an online paper called Reinforcing Behaviour Therapy which more and

more psychologists are now studying and appreciating.

2. Applied to problem behavior

Behavior therapy based its core interventions on functional analysis. Just a few of the many

problems that behavior therapy have functionally analysedinclude intimacy in couples

relationships, forgiveness in couples, chronic pain, stress related behavior problems of being

an adult child of an alcoholic, anorexia chronic distress, substance abuse, depression, anxiety,

and obesity.

Functional analysis has even been applied to problems that therapists commonly encounter

like client resistance. Applications to these problems have left clinicans with considerable

tools for enhancing therapeutic effectiveness.

Many have argued that Behavior Therapy is at least as effective as drug treatment for

depression, ADHD, and OCD. Considerable policy implications have been inspired by

behavioral views of various forms of psychopathology.
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3. Defining Client Behavior

Behaviour therapy is a form of psychotherapy used to treat depression, anxiety disorders,

phobias, and other forms of psychopathology. Its philosophical roots can be found in the

school of behaviorism, which states that psychological matters can be studied scientifically

by observing overt behavior, without discussing internal mental states. Without holding inter

states as causal, Skinner's radical behaviorism accepted internal states as part of a causal

chain of behavior but continued to hold that the only way to improve the internal state was

through environmental manipulation.

4. Reaching the Payoff: Was it worth it?

Yet another important part of behavioral approaches is the reinforcement when a task is

performed accurately, or as planned. This is particularly true when using a self-monitoring

intervention or a behavioral contract with clients. The object is to help the client become a

self-reinforcer, since society probably is not out there just waiting to tell clients how well

they are doing.

The problem is that clients may not understand the concept of self-reward. They may reward

themselves indiscriminately (self-indulging) or they may never reward themselves. And

counselors may not be able to recognize just what will be reinforcing for a particular client.

This is where the reinforcement menu comes in. Just as one would use a menu to select a

meal in a local restaurant, the reinforcement menu provides clients with ideas for what they

would find reinforcing. A good counseling tool is to have several reinforcement menus for

different types of clients, e.g. young children, adolescents; young adults, mature adults,

elderly adults, etc.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:

Systemic Interventions

Termination And Follow-Up

Applying Counseling Skills To Other Counselor Functions
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Topic : Systemic Interventions

Topic Objective:

The importance and treatment of symptoms emphasizes an undefinable causality rather than

the location of a specific culprit or source. The objective of this chapter is to help the student

make that transition from linear, individualized thinking to circular, collective thinking.

Definition/Overview:

Systemic Interventions: Systemic interventions are premised upon the assumption that one's

environment elicits and supports the individual's dysfunctional cognitive, behavioral and

affective responses. The go goal of systemic interventions is to change the individual's social

environment or system, thus changing patterns of interrelationship that elicited or supported

these responses. Examples of systemic interventions (in addition to those in the preceding

categories that also produce system change) include: altering communication patterns through

role play and renegotiation, altering family (or system) structure by reconstructing

boundaries, the family genogram, family sculpture, and providing directives for change.

Children pose special issues in the selection of counseling interventions for several reasons.

They have little power or control over their environment, or may lack the cognitive or

affective development to respond to some interventions. For this reason, a systemic view

which involves significant adults in their world often is the most effective approach to

intervention selection.

Key Points:

1. Systematic Thinking

One of the initial problems that students face when they are first introduced to systemic

thinking is the transition from traditional psychological thinking to contextual thinking. The

leading characters of psychological reference include introspection, self, perception,

causation, and reality, as well as other similar players. Systemic thinking tends not to

emphasize such concepts. Instead, it relies on relational constructs such as interactional roles,

rules, boundaries, triangulation, scapegoating, enmeshment, disengagement, etc. In other

words, personalization is diminished and collectivism assumes greater importance. Similarly,

the importance and treatment of symptoms emphasizes an undefinable causality rather than
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the location of a specific culprit or source. This first exercise is intended to help the student

make that transition from linear, individualized thinking to circular, collective thinking.

2. Early Forms of Systematic Intervention & its

Early forms of systemic interventions were based on cybernetics which is the study and

control of complex technical systems. In the 1970s this understanding of systems theory was

central to the structural (Minuchin) and strategic schools of family therapy which would later

develop into systemic therapy. In the light of postmodern critique, the notion that one could

control systems or say objectively what is came increasingly into question. Based largely on

the work of anthropologists Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead, this resulted in a shift

towards what is known as second order cybernetics which acknowledges the influence of the

subjective observer in any study, essentially applying the principles of cybernetics to

cybernetics examining the examination. As a result, the focus of systemic therapy has moved

away from a modernist model of linear causality and understanding of reality as objective, to

a postmodern understanding of reality as socially and linguistically constructed.

3. Practical Approach

Systemic therapy differs from analytic forms of therapy, including psychoanalytic or

psychodynamic forms of family therapy (for example the work of Horst EberhardRichter) in

systemic therapy's focus on practically addressing current relationship patterns rather than

analyzing causes such as subconscious impulses or childhood trauma. Systemic therapy also

differs from family systems therapy in that it addresses other living systems (i.e. groups of

people) in addition to the family, for example businesses. In addition to families and

business, the systemic approach is increasingly being implemented in the fields of education,

politics, psychiatry, social work, and family medicine.

Systemic interventions approaches problems practically rather than analytically, i.e. it does

not attempt to determine past causes as does the psychoanalytic approach, nor does it assign

diagnosis (who is sick, who is a victim), rather systemic therapy seeks instead to identify

stagnant patterns of behavior in groups of people such as a family, and address those patterns

directly, irrespective of analysis of cause. A key point here of this postmodern perspective

then is not a denial of absolutes, but far more a humility and recognition on the part of the

therapist that they do they hold the power to change people or systems, rather the systemic

therapist's roll is to help systems to change themselves by introducing creative nudges,
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4. How Systematic Intervention works

Systemic therapy is a school of psychology which seeks to address people not an individual

level, as had been the focus of earlier forms of therapy, but as people in a relationship,

dealing with the interactions of groups and their interactionalpatterns and dynamics.

Systemic therapy has its roots in family therapy, or more precisely family systems therapy as

it later came to be known. In particular, systemic therapy traces its roots to theMilan schoolof

Mara Selvini Palazzoli, but also derives from the work of Salvador Minuchin, Murray

Bowen, Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy, as well as Virginia Satirand Jay Haley from MRI in Palo

Alto. These early schools of family therapy represented therapeutic adaptations of the larger

interdisciplinary field of systems theory which first originated in the fields of biology and

physiology.

Topic : Termination And Follow-Up

Topic Objective:

One of the fears beginning counselors have is that, through their own ineptitude, they will

drive their clients away. Thus termination becomes a non-issue. Of course, this concern is

farfetched and rarely a reality. Nevertheless, beginning counselors tend not to rank

termination issues very high on their list of priorities. Therefore, this chapter intended to

provide information about termination stage and how to face problems often occurred at this

stage.

Definition/Overview:

Termination:Termination is a very important stage in group development both for members

and the group leader. The group leader has the responsibility of making sure that the group

ends on time as well as helping each member deal with unfinished business that may need

attention before the group ends. Group leaders may utilize structured exercises such as

journal keeping or questionnaires to assure that termination is a positive experience for

members.
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Key Points:

1. Process of Termination

Termination is part of the process of transcribing RNA. In eukaryotes, a termination factor is

required to release the newly made (nascent) RNA from the transcription complex.

Prokaryote mRNAs often do not require a termination factor: an inverted repeat followed by

a string of Us (uracils) in the mRNA template strand forms a stem-loop structure which

destabilizes binding by the RNA polymerase and causes Rho-independent transcription

termination.

The most extensively studied transcriptional termination factor is the Rhoprotein of E. coli.

The Rhoprotein recognizes a cytosine-rich region of the elongating mRNA, but the exact

features of the recognized sequences remain unknown. Rho forms a ring-shaped hexamerand

advances along the mRNA, hydrolyzing ATP, toward RNA polymerase (5' to 3' with respect

to the mRNA). When the Rhoprotein reaches the RNA polymerase complex, transcription is

terminated by dissociation of the RNA polymerase from the DNA. The structure, as well as

the activity, of the Rhoprotein is similar to that of the F1 subunit of ATP synthase, supporting

the theory that the two share an evolutionary link. The antibiotic bicyclomycin works by

inhibiting Rho.

The process of transcriptional termination is less well understood in eukaryotes, which have

extensive post-transcriptional RNA processing. Each of the three types of eukaryotic RNA

polymerase has a different termination system. Eukaryotic termination factors bind to the

termination signal region and disturb RNA polymerase II as it moves by, causing it to fall off

the DNA strand within the next 300 base pairs. This 300 bp region is removed during

processing, before poly(A) tailing.

2. Adjourning and Transforming

Adjourning, involves completing the task and breaking up the team. Others call it the phase

for mourning. A team that lasts may transcend to a transforming phase of achievement.

Transformational management can produce major changes in performance through synergy

and is considered to be more far-reaching than transactional management.
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3. Effects of Termination on Individuals

This is a time for summarizing, pulling together the loose ends and integrating the group

experience. Members may also feel sad; express their anxiety due to separation. Members

may also share their experiences of being in the group with other members, they would also

provide information about their insights and learning in the group and how they are going to

put it into practice outside. They would also plan for follow up meetings for accountability so

that members will carry out their plans for change. The leader in turn should help the

members consolidate their learning by assisting them to develop a conceptual framework for

working. They also develop specific contracts and home assignments as practical ways of

making changes.

4. Ethical and legal issues: Ethical and legal issues abound in the specialty area of group

work. In order to be a responsible counselor, group leaders should be familiar with the ethical

codes and professional standards designed to assist leaders and groups. Counselors who work

with groups need also be familiar with the legal issues surrounding groups in order to be

effective in their group work.

5. Role of a Group Counselor in Addressing Legal and Ethical Issues

The role of the group counselor involves addressing legal and ethical issues in a group with

facilitating interaction among the members, help them learn from one another, assist them in

establishing personal goals and also provide continuous empathy and support to the members

and also to check if the members have carried their learning experience from the group and

practiced it in the outside world.

Topic : Applying Counseling Skills To Other Counselor Functions

Topic Objective:

Most of the skills presented in The Professional Counselor may be described as life

communication skills. These skills, however, have a direct translation to three other helping

activities---crisis counseling, consultation, and peer supervision. The objective of this topic is

to review the ways in which these three functions are both similar and different than other

counseling problems.
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Definition/Overview:

Crisis Counseling: Crisis counseling is not long term and is usually no more than 1 to 3

months. The focus is on single or recurrent problems that are overwhelming or traumatic. If a

trauma or crisis is not resolved in a healthy manner, the experience can lead to more lasting

psychological, social and medical problems. Crisis counseling provides education, guidance

and support. Crisis Counseling is not a substitute for individuals who need and are not

receiving intensive or long term psychiatric care. Crisis counseling may involve outreach,

work with in a community and is not limited to office appointments.

There are many descriptions and a great deal written about crisis intervention and crisis

counseling. Regardless of the theory and author, there are universal elements in the process

by which a crisis counselor can help people face and move past distressing and traumatic

events in their lives.

Key Points:

1. Elements of Crisis Intervention

 Education

There is a natural ability within most people to recover from a crisis provided they have

the support, guidance and resources they need. The very heart of crisis intervention is to

face the impact of a crisis. In most cases, a crisis involves normal reactions, which are

understandable, to an abnormal situation. An effective crisis counseling provides

information, activities and structure that will help us recover and move past the crisis.

More importantly, crisis counseling will insure that you do not prolong a crisis and it will

help insure you do not create more problems in your life and the lives of others.

Confrontation through information and discussion may be an important part of crisis

intervention.

 Observation and awareness

A crisis in our life can be the result of low self-awareness or not recognizing the impact

our behavior has on others as well as the impact it has on our self. Increasing your

awareness can lead to choices that promote recovery and wellness. You can't help
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yourself if you cannot see the problem and how you may be contributing to the crisis. In

some cases, family dynamics and communication problems within families can prolong a

crisis.

 Discovering and using our potential

Every crisis represents an opportunity for personal growth and to discover our highest

potential and true self. The greatest hero in any crisis is the person who does not believe

he or she is a hero, but is never-the-less prepared for the challenge by the undiscovered

qualities and abilities that are only discovered when we are facing tragedy and the

"inevitables" of life. While support is important, this does not mean that the person in

crisis should not be allowed, encouraged and sometimes required to make decisions and

take action to resolve the crisis and improve the quality of their life.

 Understanding our problems

It is the fundamental intention of all people to do the best they can with the resources and

abilities they have during a crisis. During any crisis, it is important to recognize or

discover our true and deepest intention. You must keep your intentions in mind no matter

what you do or how unskillfully you may act. While our intent is usually to make life

better, our behavior can be misguided, misunderstood and less effective than we would

hope. Self-understanding as well as understanding how others may keep us "stuck" are

important keys to recovery.

 Creating necessary structure

The most important aspect of crisis intervention and counseling is to provide a social

"container" for our experience that will allow us to express, explore, examine and become

active in ways that help insure the crisis is not prolonged. For each of us, there are

necessary activities and routines in our life during times of distress that provide comfort

and support. These do not include alcohol, medications or other drugs. Medications

should only be used to prevent a physical or psychological breakdown. The purpose,

duration, frequency and potential impacts of medications must be defined in order to

make informed decisions.
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 Challenging irrational beliefs and unrealistic expectations

Few people, during times of crisis, have the necessary skills to fully examine what they

are thinking, what they assume and what they expect from their self and from others. Our

thoughts, especially the ones we don't look at, contribute a great deal to how we feel and

what we do next in response to our feelings.

 Breaking vicious cycles and addictive behavior

Many crises are the result of vicious cycles or addictions. For example, drug and alcohol

use can not only destroy our life, but it will confuse how we actually feel about our self,

others and the world around us. One cannot know how they feel and what they truly want

if their feelings are modified by chemicals, medications, alcohol and other drugs. A

painful crisis can lead a person to avoid and escape how they feel. Unhealthy escape and

avoidance of emotional pain and distress may involve the use of medication, drugs,

alcohol, sex, thrill seeking, parties or working excessively. Taking the role of a "victim"

can cause others to rescue a person in crisis. Prolonging the crisis by refusal to deal with a

crisis can create supportive relationships. When a person becomes dependent on others

and "escapes" to feel better, a vicious cycle can develop. Vicious cycles start with

behaviors that are intended to avoid or escape emotional pain, but ultimately these

avoidance and escape behaviors create more problems or the same problem we are trying

to avoid. The behaviors found in a vicious cycle can actually prolong a crisis.

 Create temporary dependencies

During a crisis, it is often helpful to form brief relationships with others in order to gain

support. Crisis counseling and intervention are very helpful and necessary. A healthy

dependency is usually temporary and will always lead to increasing independency.

Unhealthy dependencies are long term and create increasing dependency rather than

independency.

 Facing fear and emotional pain

A crisis is usually a time of fear or sadness. How we respond is important. There is

"monster" in the world for every person who "runs" in response to their fear or sadness.

When we face the darkness in our life, and we are not destroyed by our fears, or sadness,
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we eventually discover there are no monsters. We discover that we can survive. In time

we discover that our pain will fade. Facing emotional pain is the most healthy response.

This does not mean we should make our self miserable. But we should not expend a great

deal of energy and become involved in activities that help us avoid how we feel and what

we think. When people suffer, it is important to help them feel less alone in the world. It

is important to help people in crisis solve the problems in their life. People in emotional

pain need to be empowered and supported.

2. Crisis counseling and Health Education

Crisis counseling can be linked to health education if it is used to increase knowledge of how

to avoid or cope with a crisis in the future. It can also be used to change people's attitudes and

beliefs about people in crisis, and to provide people with information about help available in

their community. Public health professionals, for example, might educate a community on

how to cope with a natural disaster such as a hurricane or an earthquake.

Crisis counseling is also related to health promotion. People can be taught useful skills that

will help them to anticipate and cope with a crisis. Skills, information, and support services

gained through crisis counseling can also help a person or a group of people to improve their

health and quality of life. Crisis counseling can also be tied to health promotion through the

development of health-related public policy and supportive environments. For example,

public health professionals might create a policy to build crisis counseling centers or to

develop a peer counseling program in high schools or colleges.

A valuable tool for public health, crisis counseling has several advantages over other types of

counseling or health services. It is relatively low-cost and simple to provide, and it is flexible

and easy to learn. A wide variety of health professionals, including doctors, nurses,

psychologists, and social workers, can be taught to help people through the application of

crisis counseling techniques. Crisis counseling services can also be provided in a wide variety

of places or settings, including hospitals, community clinics, military bases, and police

stations, as well as through telephone-based services. New technologies have also created the

possibility of Internet-based crisis counseling.

Such services provide an important link between a community and the health care system. By

using these resources people can sometimes get the help they need without using more

expensive health care services, and they can often take advantage of twenty-four-hour crisis

services. People with chronic health problems such as schizophrenia or depression can also

get help from twenty-four-hour services when their physician or psychiatrist is not available.
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Many communities have developed peer counseling programs for specific groups such as

adolescents and senior centers.

3. Peer Consultation Defined

Arrangements in which peers work together for mutual benefit are referred to as peer

supervision or peer consultation. Peer consultation, however, may be the more appropriate

term to describe a process in which critical and supportive feedback is emphasized while

evaluation is deemphasized. Consultation, in contrast to supervision, is characterized by the

counselor's right to accept or reject the suggestions [of others]. Yet, the terms peer

supervision and peer consultation both can be used to describe similar nonhierarchical

relationships in which participants have neither the power nor the purpose to evaluate one

another's performance.

The basic premise underlying peer consultation is that individuals who have been trained in

basic helping skills can use these same skills to help each other function more effectively in

their professional (or paraprofessional) roles.

4. Peer Supervision/Consultation Models

Although several peer supervision/consultation models have been proposed, some are more

closely related to traditional supervision experiences, incorporating expert leaders or

supervisors in the process. Spice and Spice proposed a triadic model of "true" peer

supervision in which counselors work together in triads, rotating the roles of commentator,

supervisee, and facilitator through successive peer supervision sessions. This model relies on

the counselors themselves to assume tasks and responsibilities normally performed by

counseling supervisors.

In the SPCMs, peers work together in dyads to provide regular consultation for one another

(usually on a weekly or biweekly basis). SPCMs include many traditional supervision

activities such as goal-setting, tape review, and case consultation. Other activities include

discussion of counseling theoretical orientations, examination of individual approaches to

working with clients, and exploration of relevant counseling issues.

The SPCMs provide a clear and detailed structure for each session that is designed to keep

peer consultants focused on specific consultation tasks, yet also allow for modifications to fit
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individual needs and styles. For example, a detailed, step-by-step process is described for

critiquing counseling tapes. Counselors are encouraged to use these instructions as a starting

point for developing their own approaches to reviewing tapes and providing relevant and

meaningful feedback to their partner.

In contrast to traditional models of counseling supervision, the emphasis in peer consultation

is on helping each other to reach self-determined goals rather than on evaluating each other's

counseling performance. This lack of evaluation and the egalitarian, nonhierarchical

relationship that is created between peer consultants offers opportunities for different types of

experiences than may be had with designated counseling supervisors. Peer consultants must

assume greater responsibility for providing critical feedback, challenge, and support to a

chosen colleague. In so doing, however, they also must assume greater responsibility for

examining and evaluating their own counseling performance. Feedback from those who have

participated in peer consultation consistently reflects a sense of empowerment that comes

from setting one's own goals, making the process of peer consultation work, and finding

structure and direction for themselves within the framework of the model.

In choosing a peer consultant, counselors can consider several factors. Probably the most

important consideration, however, is the compatibility of schedules and the commitment to

meet on a regular basis. Counselors may wish to choose a peer consultant who works in a

similar work setting or may wish to get a different perspective from a counselor in another

type of counseling setting. Similarly, counselors may wish to choose a peer consultant who

shares a similar theoretical approach to counseling or someone with a different theoretical

approach who can help to broaden their perspectives on client issues. To be successful, the

peer consultation process requires counselors to be motivated, to commit to meeting with

each other on a regular basis, and to be open to giving and receiving critical feedback (as well

as support) on counseling skills.
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